Differential brain activation patterns during perception of voice and tone onset time series: a MEG study.
Evoked magnetic fields were recorded from 18 adult volunteers using magnetoencephalography (MEG) during perception of speech stimuli (the endpoints of a voice onset time (VOT) series ranging from /ga/ to /ka/), analogous nonspeech stimuli (the endpoints of a two-tone series varying in relative tone onset time (TOT), and a set of harmonically complex tones varying in pitch. During the early time window (approximately 60 to approximately 130 ms post-stimulus onset), activation of the primary auditory cortex was bilaterally equal in strength for all three tasks. During the middle (approximately 130 to 800 ms) and late (800 to 1400 ms) time windows of the VOT task, activation of the posterior portion of the superior temporal gyrus (STGp) was greater in the left hemisphere than in the right hemisphere, in both group and individual data. These asymmetries were not evident in response to the nonspeech stimuli. Hemispheric asymmetries in a measure of neurophysiological activity in STGp, which includes the supratemporal plane and cortex inside the superior temporal sulcus, may reflect a specialization of association auditory cortex in the left hemisphere for processing speech sounds. Differences in late activation patterns potentially reflect the operation of a postperceptual process (e.g., rehearsal in working memory) that is restricted to speech stimuli.